
FYST17 Lecture 11
BSM and the cosmic connection

Thanks to G. Brooijmans, C. Grojean, 
T. Rizzo, L. Covi, M. Maggiore
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Today 

• Why go Beyond the SM? 

– What are the problems with the SM?

– What direct measurements  points to physics BSM

• Some attempts at solutions

– Supersymmetry, Extended Higgs sector, Extra 
dimensions, the dark sector etc

• A little more on the connection to cosmology
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Any direct evidence?
Certainly a few measurements that are not 
incorporated in the current Standard Model:

• Exotic baryons (X, pentaquarks etc)

• Neutrino masses!

• (Gravitational waves)

• The LHCb CP violation                         
measurements (although <4)
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Status of the Standard Model

19 parameters ( +  masses)

Tested to precision level 10-3 – 10-12

But empirically incomplete

Structure quite complicated

Aesthetically unacceptable

Many problems with naturalness

No quantum gravity

Missing answers to ”big” questions

Extremely 
successful!
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Is the Standard Model  really 
fundamental?

• Does not appear so ( ≳ 25 parameters?!)

• Evidence of selective processes:

– For instance, no neutral colored fermions

– qd = qe /N(colors)  grand unification?

• Fragile: small changes in parameters  very 
different physics!

– If md < mu: all protons decay  no atoms

– If me > 4mp – m Sun doesn’t burn  no us

– If v >> TeV  |mn – mp| large , rapid neutron decay  no  
chemistry nor life
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Examples of answers we need

 What is the origin of CP violation?

 What is the origin of the matter/anti-matter asymmetry

 Why three gauge forces (so far)? And three generations?

 Why is the strong interaction strong? Why only left-handed 
particles participate in weak force?

 Gravity? Is there a unified description of all forces?

 Why is mass(W/Z/H) << mass(Planck)? (Hierarchy problem)

 Why is charge quantized?

 What is Dark Matter and Dark Energy? (and why Dark Energy 
now?)

 What was the Big Bang?
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Unification of coupling constants?

Extrapolating the 

Standard Model

coupling constants

to higher energies

1  (g’)²

2  (g)²

3  (gS)²

http://pdg.lbl.gov 7



The Higgs discovery just adds to 
that list…

• What is it, really, a condensate in our Universe?

• Is it elementary? 

– If yes, why is there only 1 fundamental scalar particle??

• Why does it have mass2 ²< 0 ?! 

• Higgs mechanism gives quadratic divergencies 
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The “Gauge Hierarchy Problem”

Discover of Higgs boson with mass < 1 TeV means the Standard Model is complete !

However, when computing radiative corrections to the bare Higgs mass a problem occurs:
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where:

The cut-off sets the scale where new particles and physical laws must come in 

Above the EW scale we only know of two scales: GUT (~1016 GeV) and Planck (~1019 GeV)

Such a cut-off would require an incredible amount of finetuning to keep mH light
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Supersymmetry (SUSY)
New symmetry fermions  bosons

This symmetry is the most general extension of Lorentz 
invariance

• To create supermultiplets, we need to 

add one superpartner to each SM particle

• Superpartners have opposite spin 

statistics but otherwise equal quantum 

numbers

• Need to introduce an additional Higgs 

doublet to the non-SUSY side  5 Higgs 

bosons

But where are these partners?! 
Supersymmetry must be broken (if realized)

SUSY has: Ndof (bosons) = Ndof (fermions) 
[cf. SM: Ndof (bosons)  <<  Ndof (fermions)]
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Particle spectrum (minimal!)

In reality the new states would mix 

Several ideas of how the supersymmetry is broken – intimately 
connected with EWK symmetry breaking

Since we don’t know the mechanism, have to introduce  𝒪(100) new parameters 
….
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SUSY and the hierachy problem

But as m( ǁ𝑡)  m(𝑡) they do not quite cancel, instead just a 
suppression 
This still gives a decent result if |

m(fermion) – m(boson)| < 𝒪(TeV)

If Supersymmetry not broken we would have perfect 
cancellation in the loops!

-
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Unification of coupling constants
with supersymmetry

“minimal 

supersymmetric 

(extension of) SM”
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Analyses using missing ET are very sensitive to calorimeter problems: 
Often basic problems, such as a high voltage trip
But problems appearing with low frequency harder to spot and ”clean up” – can still
be biggest part of dataset after selection cuts!



Extended Higgs sector

In the Standard Model single Higgs doublet, often 

written as  
𝜑+

𝜑0 or 
0

ൗ
𝑣

2

Extended: Many choices but a few constraints,                                  

for instance suppression of FCNC and 
𝑀𝑊

𝑀𝑍
= cos 𝜃𝑊

• Most successful: 2 Higgs doublet models  (2HDMs)

– Supersymmetry uses this

• See-saw models predict Higgs triplet with 𝜑0
, 

𝜑 Τ+ −, 𝜑+ Τ+ −−
1919
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5 Higgs bosons!  h, H, A, H
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Examples of searches for extra 
Higgs bosons

Singly-charged Doubly-charged

Limits around 𝒪(200 GeV ) 600 GeV 2222



Extra Dimensions
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ADD extra dimensions
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ADD signatures
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Warped extra dimensions
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Graviton excitations
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A hidden (“dark”) sector?
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The Neutrino Portal
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The expanding Universe
31
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Understanding the expansion of the 
Universe within Newtonian gravity
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Understanding the expansion of the 
Universe within Newtonian gravity
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Expansion within General Relativity
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Curvature
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The Universe is accelerating
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The Universe is accelerating
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In addition to precision measurements with supernovaes 

we might also get information from the large scale 

structure of the Universe and from the CMB



Dark energy particles?
Could it be particle, transmitting new force? Very abundant ... 
already strong limits on new forces

One idea: ”chameleons”. Complicated self-interactions and 
screening effects  means strength of new field environmentally 
dependent  explains/excuses why not seen yet

arXiv: 1604:04299Dedicated Dark energy surveys 
– how about collider searches? 
Missing ET, or resonance peaks 
could be reasonable signatures 
but may depend on 𝑠, 𝑝𝑇 etc. 



Cosmic Microwave Background 
Remnant photons from when the Universe became transparent 
to radiation

Small fluctuations at particle levels boosted into galaxy-scale 
structures by inflation
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The sound of the CMB
CMB photons behaves like gas, carry sound waves caused by gravity (seen as 
hot and cold spots in the sky map)

Big gravitational events, like inflation, should be audible in the spectrum. 
Inflation predicts a set of harmonics with frequency ratios of 1:2:3

PLANCK 2013

Dark Energy barely 
affects this picture
Dark Matter mainly 
indicated in 3rd peak

Measure physical density 
of the Dark Matter
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Peak amplitudes sensitive to 
baryon density
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Peak amplitudes sensitive to 
baryon density
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Summary/outlook

• Many problems with current Standard model

• Many new models to take over (Some important models not 
mentioned, for instance: GUT models, Technicolor, Hidden valleys)

• The LHC energy scale is tuned to be sensitive to many 
of these, complementary to other current searches

• Several potential signatures requires new ”objects”, ie 
lepton-jets, long-lived heavy particles, ”quirks” etc

• Several good ideas but Nature decides which (if any) 
are true!

• Inputs from cosmology has huge implications for 
particle physics!
– We don’t really know enough about gravity yet. So far Dark 

Energy and Dark Matter are still the best hypotheses. 
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Lab exercise

More links on the homepage

Remember dates: 

March 1: working in groups

March 5: presenting (we start at 14:00)

March 7: computer exercise

Wednesday March 7 we will meet in H321. 

You should all already have account on H321 computers. In case 
of forgotten username/pw, send an email to 
kurslab_admin@fysik.lu.se
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